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Dear reader,

the CASTLE team once again worked day and night to bring you a hot edition of your favorite ezine. 

This time, we take a closer look at the dutch art scene , report about STROKE.02 Urban Artfair in Munich 

and, as usual, present you a selected range of international artists. Further topics include interviews 

with the amazing artists Harma Heikens and Howie Tsui, vinyl figures by „COARSE“, the first book of 

MODART Magazine, an exhibition guide for the coming weeks...and much more!

Enjoy reading!

Best,

your CASTLE team
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INTERVIEWS castle

HARMA HEIKENS
HOWIE TSUI



Interview by Annette Zimmermann

Harma Heikens’ recent sculptures are not easy to deal with, that’s for sure. 

Life-size children, smeared with dirt, staggering over piles of rags and ruins 

– images of martyrs in a modern world, of economic and sexual exploita-

tion in a world of consumerism. We talked to the unconventional Dutch 

sculptress about role models, superpowers and the importance of keeping 

one’s hands undamaged.

NEtHERlANDS

„Kill ’m All“ ( Detail ) Harma Heikens
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„Death And A Nine Year Old“ 
Harma Heikens
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„Whitney“ Harma Heikens „Kimberly“ Harma Heikens „Sweet Nothing“ Harma Heikens „Why Not“ Harma Heikens



Castle: Harma, who or what inspires you? 

Harma: Rockmusic, mostly; garage, metal, punk, and mo-

vies; filmmakers like Michael Haneke and Lucas Moodysson, 

writers like Elfride Jelinek and Michel Houllebecq, graphic 

novelists like Will Eisner, Charles Burnes, Peter Pontiac, 

Bernie Wrightson and a lot of other visual artists.

Castle: Do you have any role models/icons?

Harma: An icon? That would be Elfride Jelinek, I guess. But 

as role model she is way out of my league.

Castle: What do you especially admire about her?

Harma: The way she combines the intellectual and the vulgar, 

I guess. And the fact that every novel she writes is totally dif-

ferent from the former, it always deals with important issues 

and leaves you with no illusions whatsoever... „Die Kinder der 

Toten“ is an absolute masterpiece, apart from the fact that 

it‘s got so many layers and references, it‘s very musical and 

completely obscene and gory.

„Redrum“ ( Detail ) Harma Heikens„All Good Children Go To Heaven“ 
Harma Heikens

„Thank You“ Harma Heikens „Daddy Cool“ Harma Heikens
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Castle: Almost every artist has a special „mis-

sion“, a message they want to deliver or actions 

they want to provoke with their work. What’s your 

mission?

Harma: That‘s a hard one. If I knew what the exact 

message was I don‘t think there would be a need to 

make the work anymore...But, if I must, briefly: The 

message would be that life‘s a bitch, and my mission 

to sort out who or what‘s to blame. Without result.

Castle: If you could choose one superpower, what 

would that be?  

Harma: Ha, ha! When I was young I used to identify 

with Sissy Spacek as the „Carrie“ character in the Bri-

an De Palma movie (based on a Stephen King novel). 

She‘s a firestarter: when pushed too far everything 

around her goes up in flames. I found that very ap-

pealing at the time, but got over it. I think.

Castle: Your artworks often feature children in a 

context of violence, dirt and sex - they don’t fail 

to provoke unease and disgust in the viewer. How 

were your personal feelings during the working 

process?

Harma: I can get emotional or upset, but not all of the 

time. One piece takes several months to make so that 

would be rather unpleasant. Sometimes I enjoy wor-

king on it in a malicious kind of way, but mostly I‘m 

preoccupied with formal and technical issues.

Castle: Do those images come from personal expe-

riences (e.g. travels to third world countries) or are 

they a product of your imagination/ from watching 

the news/ from listening to stories from friends/ 

acquaintances?

Harma: It differs; some works are inspired by watching 

the news, some by disaster movies, some by everyday 

life: you don‘t have to travel to a third world country 

„Phone Home“ Harma Heikens „Rope“ Harma Heikens

„Sunny Day“ Harma Heikens
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to see people suffer. But mostly the images arise from 

the working process itself. It‘s not just about what you 

see, but what it stands for. I‘m always looking for ima-

ges that can also serve as a metaphor. And of course 

the themes I choose originate in personal experience, 

like with any other artist, but in a much broader sense.

Castle: Which materials do you use and why?

Harma: I use lightweight, water-based acrylics like fa-

bric hardeners and wood-paste so I can work without 

masks and gloves, and handle the sculptures myself 

without getting a hernia. It‘s better for me and better 

for the rest of the environment.

Castle: How does your personal background affect 

your choice of materials and the general aesthetics 

of your artwork? (At first glance the children look 

like old, somehow kitschy, toys to me)

Harma: That right. I grew up with these toys and fi-

gurines and still love ‚em. But I‘m also interested in 

modern toys. I have a beautiful collection. What more 

can I say about it?

Castle: “life sucks”, “Falling Angel”, “Dope”, 

“Statue of liberty”, and “last Frontier” especially 

caught my eye. Could you please comment briefly 

on the initial idea for each artwork, their develop-

ment (maybe you had an idea, but it developed in a 

completely different direction than you thought?), 

and people’s reactions to some of them? 

(Continued on the next page)

„Precious Moment“ Harma Heikens „Holy Shit!“ Harma Heikens

„For Free“ Harma Heikens
castle



„Dope“ Harma Heikens:

I made that one in 1994. I really don‘t remember too much about it....it‘s far too 
long ago! What you say about having an idea to start with, but the work evolving in 
a different direction is true and by the time it‘s finished, I‘ve often already forgotten 
about the initial idea. And after a couple of years what motivated the work in the 
first place has become quite irrelevant. You‘re supposed to leave things behind you, 
right? It‘s just what you see that remains. So it‘s not really important whether you 
feel you‘re understood or not....I do care however about how people respond to 
the work: I‘d like them to be moved in some way, preferably positively, but if they‘re 
angry or put off that‘s okay as well.
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„Last Frontier“ Harma Heikens:

It‘s more cartoony than most of the work, 
much closer to the 70’s toys it‘s inspired 
by. Some of these toys are quite racist or 
depict children in a way that these days 
would definitely raise some eyebrows… I 
was trying to underline that aspect.



„Life Sucks“ Harma Heikens:

It‘s a modern day Romulus and Remus (founders of Rome) kind of 
image. They were raised by wolves, this one is about being raised 
by pigs. And it‘s also about the exploitation of animals.
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„Falling Angel“ Harma Heikens:

I‘m a bit clumsy and cut myself frequently while working. By the 
time I made that one I almost cut off my thumb with a hobbyknife. 
Made me think about the importance of keeping one‘s hands unda-
maged. That was the initial motivation. It turned out a sort of gothic 
church ornament, with hands for wings.



„Statue Of Liberty“ Harma Heikens:

That one was literally taken from a docu-
mentary about sex tourism in Thailand, 
filmed with a hidden camera. I added 
nothing except for the hamburger and the 
ashtray that says „Have a Nice Day“. The 
children in the documentary were even 
younger than the girl in the sculpture and 
it really got me upset. The work is not 
about sex, though, it‘s about consume-
rism and poverty.

„The Happy Volunteer“ Harma Heikens

„Dreambrother“ Harma Heikens

„Untitled 1989“ Harma Heikens

Castle: What are your projects for the future? 

Any exhibitions? travel plans?

Harma: I‘m currently working on a show that‘s suppo-
sed to take place this fall, at the Witzenhausen Gallery 
in New York. I‘d very much like to work in New York for 

a year or so and I’m trying to realise that.

Castle: thanks a lot for the interview, Harma!
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www.harmaheikens.nl



Interview by Annette Zimmermann

Intricate and trippy worlds full of creepy 

ghosts, violent monsters and blood-sucking 

demons – this is what Ottawa-based artist 

Howie Tsui’s paintings lead you into. His ne-

west series, the “Horror Fables”, are a hybrid 

of traditional Asian paintings and Western 

influences, combining the use of old Chinese 

painting materials with a highly relevant and 

up-to-date message. But hybridity isn’t just 

an aspect of Tsui’s work: it’s the essence 

of his whole personal background. Born in 

Hong Kong in 1978, he spent his childhood 

in Nigeria until he moved to Canada as a 

teen. 

Castle Magazine interviewed this quirky and 

imaginative artist – read on.

Howie 
Tsui: 
»Try noT 
 To eaT 
 Too much 
 processed 
 food«

„Cumulous Dark“ Howie Tsui

UNITED STATES
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Interview by Annette Zimmermann 

Castle: Who is your biggest artistic influence?

Howie: That‘s tough. When I was in high school, I was 

into Dali. When I was in elementary school, I was into 

Dr. Slump and He-Man. Right now I like Yun Fei Ji, Le-

opold Rabus, Barry McGee, Walton Ford, Kara Walker 

and David Hoffos. I also like historical Asian artists like 

Hokusai and Asian art traditions like „Shunga“ and il-

lustrations from Chinese Bestiary.y

Castle: Do you just like their work or do they influence 

your work in a direct visual way?

Howie: I don‘t think they influence my work in a visu-

al way. I like their work. But that‘s why I first answe-

red with influences from elementary school and high 

school since I think those are more important formative 

years.

Castle: So have you drawn, painted, sketched etc. 

since your early childhood or would you say that there 

was a certain incident that triggered your interest in 

art?

Howie: I’ve always been drawing. Ever since I could 

remember holding a pencil. My early drawings were 

these intense, busy sky action scenes with a lot of 

people flying around shooting lasers out of their eyes. 

I also remember being locked out of my older sister‘s 

room while she was playing with her friends, and I was 

upset so I drew a pig and slipped it under her door.
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„Gangshi Creek“ Howie Tsui



Castle: Could you name a few other influences, apart 

from other artists?

Howie: This Hong Kong historical martial arts drama 

series „Legend of the Condor Heroes“, the comedy of 

Michael Hui‘s films, Chinese Vampire movies, Japa-

nese ghost stories, ghost stories told to me by family 

members, the Rape of Nanking, testings done by Unit 

371, and absurd, fantastic things my mom used to tell 

me to scare me into being a good person. And depic-

tions from Buddhist Hell scrolls.

Castle: You do seem to have a thing for slightly scary, 

absurd, complex images. What was the scariest story 

you were ever told? (Or if you can‘t remember, the sca-

riest nightmare you ever had.)

Howie: In a recent nightmare I had, I was spooning 

someone that I shouldn‘t be and they turned into a 

cluster of deer flies and started biting and ripping away 

at my flesh. In a real nightmare situation, I was a kid in 

Nigeria and I had a really high fever and started hallu-

cinating. It was thunderstorming outside and I started 

seeing rain come right through the ceiling and then all 

these demented, melty looking Disney characters star-

ted to appear.

Castle: Whoa, crazy! Did experiences like that inspire 

you to do the Horror Fables or was there something 

else? To me, they seem hauntingly realistic, even 

though they are like really complex hallucinations.

Howie: I think I hold these experiences in my sub-

conscious and they intrigue me. And with time, they  

accrue and direct me into making work that revisits 

these worlds and experiences.
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Castle: How long does it take you to finish an artwork 

like Tengu‘s World?

Howie: About 3 weeks to a month.

Castle: Can you describe the working process a bit? 

Which materials do you use?

Howie: I use Chinese paint pigments, ink, and acrylic 

on mulberry paper. For large scroll works, I like to an-

chor the composition with a landscape and some key 

character elements and then build from there.

Castle: Have you always worked with ink or Chinese 

paint pigments?

Howie: No. I probably started using these materials in 

2008. Before that I was using ink and acrylic on mylar 

and before that, more traditional acrylic on canvas..

Castle: Well, Chinese paint seems to work very well 

for the Horror Fables series, as they really look like a 

traditional Asian painting at the very first glance. Only 

after a few seconds you realize what kind of mayhem 

is going on in the picture. Would you say that you have 

a specific message you want to convey with your art-

work?

Howie: Yeah. They have a different colour profile then 

western paints and that was the point, to make it look 

like these old scrolls. I was hoping to use horror image-

ry to satirise the prevalence of fear in contemporary 

society. In the meantime, educate myself on East Asian 

horror traditions. I also wanted to contrast how fear 

was used in the past as a way to teach morals and 

incite ethical behaviour, opposed to now, where fear 

is used as a tool for politics and economic advance-

ment and corporate interests. There‘s a great BBC 

documentary called “The Power of Nightmares” that 

also helped create this more political dimension in the 

intent of the work.
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Castle: Are you active politically or do you support any 

NGOs?

Howie: No, not actively. You know as an artist, I see 

that it is good to just observe and process and then 

imbue these elements in my work. I‘m not much of a 

vocal fist-pumper, but I do have a stance on certain 

things.

Castle: What are your plans for the future?

Howie: I have a solo show this fall in Montreal and 

am developing a new project involving „Utsushi-e“ or 

magical lantern projections for a show in Vancouver in 

2011.  Trying to maybe get into a residency program 

in Manchester too and hopefully be able to visit Berlin 

soon.

Castle: You’d love it. Lots of young, creative people 

here.

Howie: I know… sooooo jealous.

Castle: Now, last question: do you have any words of 

wisdom for young artists haunted by nightmares? ;-) 

Or a personal motto or something along those lines?

Howie: Hmm. Not really. Maybe „try not to eat too 

much processed food“?

Castle: Haha, now that’s a message. 

Thanks a lot for the interview, Howie.
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„Dead Sea“ Howie Tsui
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„Tengu’s World“ Howie Tsui



The ‘Horror Fables’ have been exhibited 
at Carlton University Art Gallery in Ottawa 
(2009), Ace Art Inc in Winnipeg (2009) and 
will be making stops at MAI (Montréal, arts  
interculturels) in the fall and Centre A in 
Vancouver (2011). 
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„Forest Romp“ Howie Tsui
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DUTCH ART

BIANCA RUNGE 
SIMON SCHRIKKER
MICHIEL VAN DER ZANDEN
ONNO POIESZ
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„Merle Pertile“ 2007 Bianca Runge

Bianca 
Runge

Bianca Runge’s work consists of many-layered 

collages, where she searches for reality by care-

fully removing objects.  By dissolving the super-

ficial, attention is drawn to the remaining imagery 

and the newly resulting leftover ambient.  Cities 

disappear and landscapes fall apart, before being 

reassembled in a new and apparently logical en-

tirety. Placing layer upon layer creates surprising 

pictures without context. 

The collages are a type of visual meditation.  Wi-

thout being Mandalas or fulfilling any vague “new 

age” clichés.  Rather, they present themselves as 

contemporary works, where thinking lingers in 

the moment, disembodied from the pre-program-

med view of reality.  Space is created.  Room for 

own interpretations.  Reality is not certain, but is 

more like a dream.  Only we ourselves give our 

meanings definite form. 

NetherlaNds

”nakedness is nowhere 

  to be seen and yet a 

  feeling of seduction 

  remains.“
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„Rockets“, 2007 Bianca Runge „24“ 2009 Bianca Runge
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„Connie Cooper“ 2007 Bianca Runge „India“ 2007 Bianca Runge
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„May“ 2006 Bianca Runge

„Chrysalis“, 2009 Bianca Runge
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„Summoning“ 2008 Bianca Runge

„Sandra Settani“ 2007 Bianca Runge
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„10_10“ 2010 Bianca Runge

„Turais“, 2008 Bianca Runge „Fsabink“ 2008 Bianca Runge



www.biancarunge.nl

„10_02“, 2009 Bianca Runge „Lesath“ 2008 Bianca Runge „Acamar“, 2009 Bianca Runge
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simon scHrikker
“WHO Let tHe dOGS OUt?!”
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NetherlaNds



SIMON SCHRIKKER

An important part of my work is a series of paintings depicting dogs that 

are portrayed in expressive and sometimes violently aggressive poses. 

The images of these dogs, which are culled from the Internet, portray 

wild beasts, not the domesticated version we are so familiar with. These 

paintings are not painted in a realistic technique but instead are painted 

in a more aggressive, expressionistic manner as my approach to painting 

powerfully coexists with the subject matter. 

Physical reality must always coexist with suggested reality. A painting 

doesn’t work if I hold back in making it. I think that’s my personal mark: 

the last measure I take should be physically recognizable. The distinctive 

style of large sweeping brush strokes and almost messy drippings, cou-

pled with a dark palette on large canvases are highlighted with moments 

where I punctuate the innate character of the subject. For me, the dog 

image has provided a vehicle to intrinsically express my furious instinc-

tual urge to paint. It is not per se the interest to paint dogs, but rather to 

use this subject to portray my interest in painting. 

The subject of the dog and the style of the painting let me call on particu-

lar feelings without specifically naming them, but they’re feelings that are 

related to my portrayal of mankind. The work portrays emotional states 

such as fear and aggression, but without emphasizing that too literally.
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„No title“ 18x24 cm, acryl on canvas, 2009 Simon Schrikker
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„mural“, acrylic on wall 6x10 meters, 
Exhibition space TENT, Rotterdam, 2007 
Simon Schrikker

„installation“, 
fabriek eindhoven 2009, 
Simon Schrikker

left: „master scheme“, 
acrylic on canvas, 
30x20 cm, 2008  
Simon Schrikker
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„no title“, oil on canvas, 60x80 cm, 2005, private collection, 2009 
Simon Schrikker

„no title“, oil on canvas, 60x80 cm, 2005, private collection, 2009 
Simon Schrikker
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„no title“, oil on canvas, 170x200 cm, 2007 private collection 
Simon Schrikker

Studio 2009



castlewww.simonscHrikker.com

„cape fear“ text on wall, Simon Schrikker 
sculptures by Hans van der Ham, 2009 

Studio 2009



Michiel
van der 
Zanden

 „The Mission“ 10 x 145 cm, 2007 Michiel van der Zanden
castle

NETHERLANDS



Michiel van der Zanden 
In my work, I import the world of digital media into painting and vice versa. 

I use images from videogames and ‘3D computer graphics’. For years I’ve 

been fascinated by games and their specific visual quality. 

As a starting point, I used to extract images from existing games, more 

like a tourist or reporter. These images were combined in collages, which 

functioned as sketches for my paintings. Nowadays I mostly use Blender 

3D software to model my own (game-) settings. Ideas, stories and concepts 

from gaming and 3D culture, combined with situations and environments 

from my personal life, are converted to the intimacy of painting. I adjust my 

way of painting to the chosen subject. Sometimes very precise, to overem-

phasize the kitsch quality, sometimes almost expressionistic, to enlarge the 

contrast between the different image elements.

The typical game aspects are unmistakably visible. On top of that, I’ll try to 

break the videogame’s original intention: I will pause at a diner which is just 

used as scenery in a racing game… A machinegun from a game is exhibi-

ted in a military museum… A clown is closely guarded in a luxurious villa. 

But I also have a run with traditional painting genres, such as portraits and 

landscapes. I will take elements out of a videogame and give them a new 

function and context. Murals from a videogame, become a 17th century 

‘Trompe l‘oeil’ (an optical illusion), or a soldier’s face (whose face in the con-

text of the videogame seems less important) is now portrayed attentively. 

Sometimes the friction or absurdity is less recognisable, leaning towards a 

more subtle approach and it becomes more about the overall atmosphere 

of the work itself.

In short, as an artist I’m interested in the differences, as well as the simila-

rities between traditional art, painting and ‘new’ media.

© Michiel van der Zanden, 2010
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 „CCTV“, 40 x 50 cm, 2009 Michiel van der Zanden
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 „Enemy Spotted #3“, 40 x 50 cm, 2006  Michiel van der Zanden  „Enemy Spotted #1“, 40 x 50 cm, 2006  Michiel van der Zanden
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 „Watch Your Back“, 110 x 170 cm, 2007  Michiel van der Zanden  „Objectives“, 120 x 160 cm, 2007  Michiel van der Zanden
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 „Bush“, 55 x 45 cm, 2010  Michiel van der Zanden  „Silencer“, 120 x 165 cm, 2007  Michiel van der Zanden



castle „School Trip“, 165 x 220 cm, 2006  Michiel van der Zatnden
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 „Heroes“, 165 x 220 cm, 2009  Michiel van der Zanden  „Recreation # 1“, 45 x 190 cm, 2010  Michiel van der Zanden
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 „Next Level“, 120 x 160 cm, 2008  Michiel van der Zanden  „Next Level # 2“, 30 x 175 cm, 2008  Michiel van der Zanden
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 „Free Roaming“, 120 x 160 cm, 2007  Michiel van der Zanden  „Bombsite A“, 120 x 165 cm, 2006  Michiel van der Zanden
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 „Paint Noob“, 110 x 145 cm, 2006 
Michiel van der Zanden
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www.MichielvanderZanden.blogspot.coM

www.MichielvanderZanden.nl

 „Pizza Delivery @ CT Spawn“, 120 x 165 cm, 2006  Michiel van der Zanden  „Cover Me!“, 120 x 160 cm, 2006  Michiel van der Zanden



The image that Onno Poiesz tries to make is that of a modern mythical 

world in which fallen heroes and symbolic or religious subjects play a part. 

In these sculptures he combines the experience and effects of sampling 

existing forms with changes in material and context. In this way the sculp-

tures look like plastic and refer to toys and at the same time are transfor-

med into archeological objects.

„Stacking Airplanes“ Onno Poiesz
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„Stacking Airplanes“ Onno Poiesz

„Stacking Airplanes“ Onno Poiesz
Installation View

„The sculptures look like plastic and refer to 
toys and at the same time are transformed into 
archeological objects.”
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„Flower Barrier“ Onno Poiesz
Installation View

„Flower Barrier“ Onno Poiesz
Detail

„Work period European Ceramic 
Work Center“ Onno Poiesz



Left: „Work period European Ceramic Work Center“ Onno Poiesz
Right and below: „Airplanes“ Onno Poiesz
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Left: „Sleeping Beauty“ Onno Poiesz (Painting Albert Zwaan) Above and below: „Little Ponys“ Onno Poiesz
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 „The Shadow“ Onno Poiesz
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SHOWCASE

KINGDRIPS
DAVID HO
JULIEN MARTINEZ
POPYOIL
S.T.E.P.H.
WESLEY EGGEBRECHT
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KINGDRIPS is a project run by five individual artists 

based in Hamburg, whose aesthetic influences range from 

graffiti and urban scenes to design and fine arts. This has 

lead to a wide range of recognizable imagery: the brand 

Kingdrips.

So far they have collaborated on several other projects 

such as the Friends With You Bootleg Show at heliumcow-

boy artspace in Hamburg, or exhibitions for Modart Maga-

zine, just to name a couple.

Just as they juggle different individual styles, they juggle 

with boundaries between fine arts and commercially in-

teresting works: in their eyes, it is a smooth transition as 

long as a commercial interest don‘t come into conflict with 

their creative and artistic freedom, which they are likely to 

express not only using design programmes, but also ham-

mers and wood if they feel like it.

Its all about Friendship and the dream to live like we like 

to...to work and have fun doing it!
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www.kingdrips.com
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„Where Shadows Run to hide “ David Ho

DaviD Ho
”Mr. Ho is a uniquely effective 
communicator of the grotesque“
David Ho creates dark digital art with irony. Pieces expressing 
grief, despair, isolation and sexual disturbance become highly 
emotional statements in cold, metallic colours on the artist‘s Ma-
cintosh easel. And each is forceful. Within the various software  
he has chosen for his pallet, Mr Ho is a uniquely effective commu-

nicator of the grotesque. Randy M Dannenfelser.

”I’ve been called many things in my life, but I would fancy myself an 
artist first and foremost. After 10 years of working as a freelancer, I think
creating art has become more of a necessity than anything. Sure it puts 
food on the table, but it serves a psychological purpose as well. Pro-
ductivity, a sense of immortality, an outlet for expression are but a few 
reasons. Even though I‘ve experimented with various media like oils, 
acrylics and airbrush, I find myself coming back to the digital medi-
um time and time again due to its efficiency. I work exclusively on the 
Macintosh utilizing software programs like Photoshop, Illustrator, Poser 
and Bryce.“

United StateS



„Earth“ David Ho „Fire“ David Ho „Metal“ David Ho
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„Water“ David Ho „Wood“ David Ho
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„The Maker“ David Ho

Above: „Face Off“ David Ho
Below: „Where The Head Goes“ David Ho
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„Candice makes a wish“ David Ho „Candice 1“ David Ho
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„Candice soo the lost souls“ David Ho „Candice showes her bones“ David Ho „Candice 2“ David Ho
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„Infected Mushroom“ David Ho
Illustration created for Infected Mushrooms 
CD cover Vicious Delicious
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„Candice hifdes inside herself“ David Ho „Unfulfilled wish“ David Ho
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„Candice behind a rock“ David Ho „Candice unleashes her demons“ David Ho



www.dav idho .com
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„Candice controlls her desires“ David Ho



A little bit dark, can be a good definition of my 

dolls. I love many dark and unusual things. For 

me it’s not morbid or politically incorrect, it’s nor-

mal. For four or five years this has been part of 

my personality. I am the most surprised to see 

that there are many people are like me. There 

is a very good interactivity with spectators and 

collectors.

I am really fascinated by the nineteenth centu-

ry, with the Victorian era and fashion design in 

Europe around this time. I find this century very 

inventive with literature, medicine, the industrial 

revolution, and the way of life was very modern 

but retained a primitive part too. I haven’t just 

started creating dolls; I have been making dolls 

for a while. I do not study for that. Since I was 

very young, I have had an attraction for dolls that 

I can’t control.

My inspiration comes from people like Edward 

Gorey. This artist is extraordinary. Many of  

my doll inspirations come from the E.Gorey uni-

verse. Before knowing E.Gorey, I like the time  

effects on the objects, the fabrics and the  

people too.

A little bit dark
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„Narcissa et la promesse de la lune“
Julien Martinez

„Nathalie fatalis“ Julien Martinez

Julien Martinez
France



Decadence is sort of the engine in my art. Ano-

ther important point for me: I work on dolls, 

creating fantasy and not real things. For me 

making a doll is an expression of means, like 

painting, sculpting, writing… I have been influ-

enced by some other people too: people like 

Lewis Carroll, Charles Samuel Addams, Tim 

Burton, Jim Henson, Ron Mueck, Matthew  

Barney, Bram Stocker and many others…

I think dolls choose me and not vice versa. I 

can’t explain this part of me. I need to be in con-

tact with dolls all the time - I live like that. For 

the future, I prefer to see before making plans. 

My biggest wish is to continue to explore the 

universe of dolls - it’s so exciting every time!
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„Mérédite“ Julien Martinez„Hellmira“ Julien Martinez

„La petite souris“ Julien Martinez



castle„Lavigna Vampirica“ Julien Martinez „Veruka Vampirica“ Julien Martinez
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„Ankolyne“ Julien Martinez „Laetitia Pia Pia“ Julien Martinez

„Emilia labotary princess“ Julien Martinez

www.intermundisleblogdejulienmartinez.blogspot.com

www.ozzdollsfactory.com



PoPyoil
The Director of OILWORKS (a visual and music 

entertainment production label), Representative 

for MOLLWEIDE GRAFIX (a graphic team) Popy‘s 

work also consists of various other projects and 

collaborations: event-coordination, prints, de-

signing as well as publishing, and designs for 

posters, CD covers, and web pages. As a video 

jockey, he has made appearances for Nujabes’ 

SONARSOUND Fest in 04 and 06. He has also 

toured around Japan for ROMZ, Ill Dance Mu-

sic, El Nino, and Rainbow, and has performed 

for Frank Muller and Maserati.  In 2009 he was 

featured as Solo- Exivision for Futura 2000‘s 

FUTURA-LABORATORIES.

„Space in space“ Popyoil castle

japan
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„Untitled“ Popyoil
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„FLxOIL“ Popyoil

„Weekly Session“ Popyoil



„F20“ Popyoil

„Miniska Monsta“ Popyoil

www.oilworks.jP 
www.mysPace.com/PoPyoil
www.mollweidegrafix.net
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s-t-e-p-h is an up-and-coming contemporary artist from Germany. His 

background as a skater helped him move into illustration and art. He stu-

died visual communication in the department of fine arts, at the University 

of Applied Sciences in Trier (Germany). s-t-e-p-h is working as a freelancer 

for different skate and surf companies around the world. Some artworks 

have been part of art group shows in Germany and Australia and some 

of his work has been published in theAustralian art & lifestyle magazine 

Acclaim and in the art & design magazine Desktop. He is also present and 

featured on additional websites like WeLoveArtBastard, WeAreTheImage-

Makers, Behance…

His inspiration comes from his surroundings, from urban culture and from 

his love of skating. Common themes in his work are human behaviour, fear, 

doubt, irony, sarcasm, hope and a mix of youth street/ pop culture and 

religious symbols.
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S-T-E-P-H

 „Bloody Cold Nature“ S-T-E-P-H

GERMANY
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 „Five Friends“ S-T-E-P-H

Studio
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 „Hitchhike“ S-T-E-P-H
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 „Pastup“ S-T-E-P-H

Drawing Detail

 „Character“ S-T-E-P-H

Tools
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 „First Flag“ S-T-E-P-H

 „Nine To Five“ S-T-E-P-H



w w w.S-T-E-P-H.c o m
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I am an illustrator and designer based out of northern 

Michigan. I recently graduated from the College for Creative 

Studies in Detroit, Michigan.  I am looking for full-time em-

ployment but surviving on my freelance work. 

Ever since I can remember, I‘ve had a pencil in my hand 

drawing whatever and wherever my mind took me. Usually 

it happened to be some sort of creepy character with 

long arms and no eyes. For some reason I have this huge 

fascination with distorted bodies and pure white eyes, I can‘t 

get enough. 

My process usually includes a super clean line drawing, 

pencil or ink, scanned into the computer, and then taken into 

the magical world of Photoshop. The one thing I hate about 

being a digital artist is that I can‘t actually hold the work in 

my hands. I can only look at it through a screen and printing 

it on paper just isn‘t the same. This is how I got the brilliant 

idea to put my artwork on shirts. Screen printed shirts give 

my digital art more than paper ever could. 

In 2006 Savant was born - a clothing line created by Ryan 

Eggebrecht (my brother) and I. We describe Savant as being 

a brand for artists. We wanted to create an artist‘s collective: 

through collaborations, launching an illustration book 

(Botobit), hosting events with Colorillo, and anything else that 

would bring artists together. 

„Cat in the hat“ Wesley Eggebrecht

castle

United StateS

”For some reason, i have this huge              

fascination with distorted bodies and       

pure white eyes, i can‘t get enough.“ 
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„Pennyholder“ Wesley Eggebrecht „Ice Cream Man“ Wesley Eggebrecht



castle„Chlorophyll Concepts“ Wesley Eggebrecht

„Savant Robokilla“ Wesley Eggebrecht

„Savant Tooweird“ Wesley Eggebrecht
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„Chlorophyll Shirt“ Wesley Eggebrecht

„H2O Project“ Wesley Eggebrecht

„Mobil Savant Keyholder“ Wesley Eggebrecht



castle
„Savant Birdman“ Wesley Eggebrecht

„Twitter Bird“ Wesley Eggebrecht

www.wesleyeggebrecht.com
www.savantwear.com



SPECIALS

COARSE VINYL FIGURES
MASHLAB
DOWN BY LAW MAGAZINE
CASTLE ONLINE STORE
STROKE.02 URBAN ARTFAIR
CASTLE GROUPSHOW
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V I N Y L  F I G U R E S
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V I N Y L  F I G U R E S

Works for the coarse world began in 2003, when German ar-

tists Mark Landwehr and Sven Waschk started a distinct style 

of sculpting that looked almost as if they had chiselled and 

exposed the figures from three-dimensional rock. 

The streamlined sculptures are hand crafted and finished at the 

coarse workshops in Hamburg and Hong Kong. The artists fo-

cus primarily on statues that range from small to life-size, made 

from resin and/or fibreglass. Their work also includes photogra-

phy, prints and objects, combining all aspects to create holistic 

pieces of art. Pieces that convey an alternate reality. A fiction 

brand.  

By using traditional toy production techniques, the original 

sculptures, ‚coarse originals‘, are transformed into vinyl figures 

under the ‚coarsetoys‘ imprint.  

As a result of living in two separate cultures, the artists blend 

eastern and western aesthetics - a possible explanation for 

the brand‘s worldwide popularity. coarse figures are current-

ly available in art toy stores and galleries across 18 countries 

worldwide. 

www.coarselife.com
www.coarsehkg.com
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mashlab – reshaping webdesign through 

drag and drop

Straight outta Munich comes 

mashlab, a start-up offering indivi-

dual web-design made easy. We’re 

talking websites for artists, not for 

web-artists.

It’s common knowledge that it has 

become a vital necessity for artists 

to exhibit their work online too. Of 

course there’s facebook, youtube, 

flickr, myspace, you name it, yet 

nothing beats an individually-desig-

ned website featuring more than just 

the artistic output and really repre-

senting the artist.

Now mashlab addresses the resul-

ting, ubiquitous problem: How can 

such a webpage be set up properly 

without either appointing a specialist, 

or going the arduous path and be-

come a specialist yourself? Starting 

from that question, Wolfgang and 

Oliver developed a plan to make the 

World Wide Web a better place.

They imagined a tool for building 

websites using drag-and-drop, point-

and-click, and dialogues similar to 

those of desktop apps – yet all hap-

pening online, browser-based and in 

real time.

Within a couple of months, what had 

started as an idea came of age – and 

with the help of some enthusias-

tic and skilled friends, this is where 

mashlab stands today 

(note: still beta):

mashlab starts as a white page. This 

is what you see, this is what you get 

after setting up your account, e.g. 

imanartist.mashlab.com. Now you go 

ahead and use the tools available to 

set the basic layout, define colours, 

point, click, insert text, video, pictu-

res and whatnot – and drag all of it 

around the page. Without having to 

upload a new version and overwrite 

the existing, you can easily switch 

on-site between the layout mode and 

the view as visitors see your page. 

But since mashlab has been deve-

loped especially for the artistic com-

munity, most folks here will intuitively 

know what to do.

castle



Good thing though that mashlab is an 

all-in-one service: Not only handing you 

the tool for what-you-see-is-what-you-

get website-design and web-manage-

ment, it is also hosted on mashlab.com. 

And for a little extra you get your own 

custom domain like www.iamanartist.

com, corresponding email-addresses 

and unlimited webspace.

Now one can say his demands are al-

ready met by facebook, integrating all 

kind of other services and real-time 

communication on top. Still, some in-

dividuality would come in handy. And 

that’s why the mashlab guys recently 

gave birth to mashlab.social – which is 

basically the same tool, except it offers 

another novelty: mashlab.social integ-

rates microsites on facebook! That is, 

mashlab.social allows you to entirely 

design a unique website and have it 

integrated on facebook, placed with its 

own tab on a fan-page. Furthermore, 

which is quite a revolution, the content 

created via the mashlab.social app re-

mains hosted on mashlab, not on face-

book, giving you control of your data.

http://mashlab.com 
http://facebook.com/mashlab.social
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www.mashlab.com



Downbylaw Magazine is the only graffiti magazine 

from north Germany. We present graffiti from Ger-

many, Europe and around the world. Each issue is 

packed with specials and interviews with well-known 

sprayers, and especially up-and-coming talent. We 

also present artists of all persuasions, music, skating, 

lifestyle and the “urban space” in our magazine.

www.downbylaw-magazine.com

On our website we regularly cover graffiti news/photo-

graphs and have a modern webshop with graffiti bits 

and pieces and our clothing label.  In addition to our 

good connections within the scene, our motivation to 

create something innovative sets us apart, and we inject 

all our energy and passion in every page of every issue.  

This enables us to attract partners that bring matching 

levels of enthusiasm and attention to detail.



http://www.castleshop.de
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http://castleshop.de/category/prints


Dress
Archival Ultrachrome Fine Art Print on 
Hahnemühle Photo Rag
A3 (420x297mm)
75$

Lost
Archival Ultrachrome Fine Art Print on 
Hahnemühle Photo Rag
A3 (420x297mm)
75$

Excesy
Archival Ultrachrome Fine Art Print on 
Hahnemühle Photo Rag
A3 (420x297mm)
75$

Summer
Archival Ultrachrome Fine Art Print on 
Hahnemühle Photo Rag
A3 (420x297mm)
75$

http://castleshop.de/category/cityabyss


I/O Jima
Limited Edition 
Archival Fine Art Print
on Epson Ultrasmooth Paper.
Print Size 17" x 22"
225$

Titanicus
Limited Edition 
Archival Fine Art Print
on Epson Ultrasmooth Paper.
Print Size 17" x 22"
225$

Sweet Buddha
Limited Edition
Archival Fine Art Print
on Epson Ultrasmooth Paper.
Print Size 17" x 22"
225$

Robokong
Limited Edition
Archival Fine Art Print
on Epson Ultrasmooth Paper.
Print Size 17" x 22"
225$

http://castleshop.de/category/eric-joyner


Bi-Necked Amphibious Climber
Digital archival print 
on semi-gloss paper.
11" x 15"
30$

Greater Turkey-Hydra
Digital archival print 
on semi-gloss paper.
11" x 15"
30$

Siamese Chicken-Hounds
Digital archival print 
on semi-gloss paper.
11" x 15"
30$

Tortois-Backed 
Walrus Hunch 
Womens Shirt

30$

http://castleshop.de/category/nicholas-di-genova


Valhalla
Limited Edition Silkscreen Prints
on Hahnemuhle Natural Paper
420x420mm 
200$

Ikazuchi
Limited Edition Silkscreen Prints
on Hahnemuhle White Paper
A2 (420x594mm) 
250$

Pile it up
Limited Edition Silkscreen Prints
on GA board (300gr)
A2 (420x594mm) 
250$

http://castleshop.de/category/imaone


Die Vertreibung aus dem Paradies
Limited Edition Fine Art Print 
on Hahnemühle Photo Rag
45,95x 65cm
150$

Simsons Sieg über die Philister
Limited Edition Fine Art Print 
on Hahnemühle Photo Rag
45,95x 65cm
150$

Turmbau zu Babel
Limited Edition Fine Art Print 
on Hahnemühle Photo Rag
45,95x 65cm
150$

Joshua gebietet der Sonne stillzustehen
Limited Edition Fine Art Print 
on Hahnemühle Photo Rag
45,95x 65cm
150$

http://castleshop.de/category/patrick-hartl
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Willy Wonka
Acrylic on wood
6 foot by 6 foot
4000$

Flause
9" x 10"
Gouache on wood
800$

Spring Dance
7" x 11"
Gouache on wood
700$

http://castleshop.de/category/andrew-hem


Attack of the Ads
10" x 14"

Mixed on board
1200$

Koneko
24" x 36"
Mixed on board 
2000$

Waterfront
9" x 13"
Acrylic on board 
1200$

The Manhattan Bridge
16" x 20"
Mixed on board 1800$

http://castleshop.de/category/jeff-faerber


Laser Engrave No.01&02
on 19 mm blockboard
300 x 300 mm
each 750$

http://castleshop.de/category/peter-jellitsch
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Over an autumn weekend in 2009 a superlative event 

took place in Munich: STROKE.01. Local media rap-

turously described Europe’s first urban art expo, with 

around 200 Project- and Gallery participants and 7000 

visitors, as “The place to be“ and enthused: “The com-

bination of art, a great location and party guaranteed a 

success story par excellence – the crowds were enor-

mous, almost scary.“ 

Encouraging words. And so the organizers of the sur-

prise coup that was STROKE.01 are upping the ante 

again in May: STROKE.02. In Munich again, but with 

even more galleries and visitors: 10,000 urban-art fans 

are expected this time around.  It’s certainly looking 

like Urban Art or Low-Brow or New Contemporary Art 

– whichever label you want to give to this art move-

ment – is a big hit with the public.  And furthermore a 

timely, creative debate on today’s lifestyles: the codes 

of urban art, its authenticity, ubiquity and themes - how 

diversity of styles is articulated in the public arena, ta-

king it over without allowing itself to be taken over.  Yet 

as increasing muse-ilisation, six-figure results at auc-

tion and the collections of Hollywood actors demonst-

rate: urban motifs, quick wit and strong contrasts don’t 

just fit urban residential areas, but also the neat white-

washed walls of galleries and expos – urban art laughs 

in the face of any restrictive attempts at categorization 

and classification. 

This art movement has grown considerably: born in 

the 70’s as an anarchic underground movement (lite-

rally: the New York subway), the 80’s demonstrated the 

marketability of Keith Haring’s chalk men or the feve-

rish rhetoric of Jean-Michel Basquiat. Nevertheless, in 

its first decades, urban art has remained above all one 

thing: a conqueror of urban spaces, unconcerned with 

legality, making its own mark on the city in order to rise 

above the anonymity of metropolitan centres.

The question of a move into a gallery or museum 

was initially redundant.  A trait that still distinguishes 

even the most successful urban artists today: whe-

ther it’s the paper cut-outs of New Yorker Swoon, 

the stenciled urbanites of France’s WK Winteract 

or the propagandistic ironic poster art of Shepard 

Fairey. These artists all earn real money with the 

sale of their work. However they don’t let that keep 

them from continuing to see the metropolitan space 

as their canvas. Or, as Swoon puts it: “I want to 

express my love for the city’s vitality, and to do so 

in a way that makes it even more effervescent and 

powerful.“ 

The media that the artists are using don’t have 

much more in common with graffiti or youth culture. 

They are spraying, cutting out collages, stenciling 

figures, copying, pasting, sticking up mosaics of 

little tile men, crocheting over traffic signs or distor-

ting them installationally. The public arena is being 

taken over, rededicated, territorialised. Many of art 

history’s avant-garde have left their mark on these 

products of the 21st century: the spontaneity of the 

Situationists and the elaborately choreographed 

Fluxus movement are there, as are the elements 

of Land Art, the nonsense of Dada, Conceptual Art 

and Ready-Mades. The initially subversive impetus 

has been superseded by a playful treatment of the 

public arena.  A city appears to be functional. 

These examples also prove that it’s not always so. 

It can’t always be like that.  Shouldn’t always be like 

that. And it doesn’t matter if one is talking about 

Berlin, London, New York or São Paolo. Urban Art 

is as international as its protagonists and they’re no 

longer being chased by the authorities, but rather 

by switched-on collectors.

Introduction



Hype, trend or subculture? Urban art is part of our dynamic 

cultural development. Despite the increased popularity of 

the last year it’s economically still nowhere near the level of 

the classic art market. 

STROKE’s organisers want to change that and at the same 

time set some new trends.  Urban art is being shown in gal-

leries and museums, handled by auction houses, and is part 

of a new global art movement taking place outside of the 

establishment. It is probably the first art movement whose 

history, relevance and potential are continuously changing, 

existing in direct correlation with worldwide distribution via 

the media and the creators themselves.  It is also arguably 

the first art movement where national borders or cultural dif-

ferences have no role to play. 

Notwithstanding this, the majority of projects and galleries 

are still operating on a mostly semi-profitable basis. Passion 

and dedication are still more important than business plans 

and projections. This has naturally led to a young generation 

that finds it difficult to kowtow to the dynamics and rules of 

the classic art market, and has provided the starting point 

for STROKE. 

But what is “Urban Art“? This is where the “definition-frenzy” 

of some feuilleton writers can prove to be a handicap, so a 

few things need to be explained: “Urban Art” – as we see it 

- is no scientifically-defined art term.  In fact the huge variety 

of sub-cultural dynamics of the last 30 years in this crucible 

is self-replicating. Terms such as “Low Brow”, “Street Art”, 

“Graffiti”, “Illustration”, “Graphic Design” or “Comic Art” are 

fused with classic notions of art, newly interpreted, and with 

unconventional resources are given a whole new context.

A further integral aspect is the often deep cross-referencing 

of this art with other aspects of a modern lifestyle. Music, 

art, design and fashion (and their logical progeny: adver-

tising) are fed by the same creative, urban influences and 

today belong equally and intrinsically to young peoples’ way 

of life. 

STROKE.02 will take place in Munich 

from 27 - 30 May 2010.  

The former Federal State Central Bank in Munich’s Tucherpark has 

been chosen as the venue.

The 14.000m² floor space is spread over 5 stories, includes 

an enormous vault and offers more than sufficient room for 

national and international galleries and art projects along 

with the many additional events that are planned.  The whole 

site is surrounded by Europe’s largest public park and de-

spite the unique location it is extremely easy to reach with 

public transport.

STROKE.02

Sederanger 3

D-80538 München

www.stroke-artfair.com
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STROKE.02 The Expo





BOOKS

FELIX SCHEINBERGER | MUT ZUM SKIZZENBUCH
MODART BOOK
BEYOND ILLUSTRATION
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Interview by Annette Zimmermann

„Don’t worry – if you like what you’re doing, you’ll do it often. 

And if you do things often, you’ll eventually become good at 

them.” – this is the basic message of german illustrator Felix 

Scheinberger’s new book, “Mut zum Skizzenbuch” (“Dare to 

keep a sketchbook”). Sounds strikingly logical to us – but to 

be honest, many of us who have tried starting one instead of 

working with the computer all the time have failed miserab-

ly. First of all, we couldn’t be bothered carrying around our 

brand new, bulky sketchbook and a backpack full of pencils 

for more than three days, and we were soon frustrated with 

the heavy-handed look of our clumsy scribbles. Yes, sket-

ching does indeed seem to be a rare talent only a few chosen 

ones possess. Felix Scheinberger disagrees – Castle Magazi-

ne wanted to find out why.

Felix 
Schein
berger
„Dare to sketch“
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Interview by Annette Zimmermann

It’s about 11 a.m. when I call Scheinberger, who is dri-

ving from Hamburg to Münster to deliver a speech, for 

a little chat. Having illustrated more than fifty books 

over the last few years – Paul Auster’s In The Country 

of Last Things and Thomas Mann’s Death In Venice 

amongst others – he surely finds it incredibly easy to 

sketch. “But what about me?” I ask him. “I have troub-

le finding my own style so I just try to copy things other 

people do, which almost never works. Or I try to draw 

everything as detailed and close to nature as it would 

appear in a photograph.” – “Well, if you want all the 

details, you should indeed take a photo”, he answers. 

“But the beauty of a sketch is the personal view, the 

individual perspective, the emotions connected to it.” 

“So I should just continue trying?” Yup. That’s precise-

ly what he encouraged his students to do when, during 

his time as a lecturer and substitute professor at the 

universities at Hamburg and Mainz, he took them to 

exotic destinations like Istanbul. There, he walked 

»
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„Well, if you want all the details, you should 

indeed take a photo. But the beauty of a sketch is 

the personal view, the individual perspective, 

the emotions connected to it.“



around with them letting them sketch their motives day 

and night, sitting and walking, in posh tourist areas and 

in run-down slums. You can tell that he’s proud of his 

students’ progress when he talks about what kinds of 

materials and techniques they used and how individu-

alistic their works were. 

This is something he also shares in his book. He pre-

sents the pros and cons of using water colours, pens 

or pencils, different colours and the importance of 

leaving some blank space while concentrating on the 

relevant. He also discusses different types of formats 

and paper: “Don’t develop a materialistic fetish for 

insanely expensive supplies. It won’t make you any 

better. It’s like those hobby cooks who buy Japanese 

fish knives for 100 dollars. Their food can still taste like 

shit” he explains. Additionally, Scheinberger offers va-

luable tips for sketching under time pressure, dealing 

with mistakes (“your sketchbook is for your eyes only, 

so work with your mistakes until they fit the concept. 

Protect your book from others -that will de-stress 

you”), finding interesting motives and presenting them 

in a gripping way.

»

“Don’t develop a materialistic fetish for 

insanely expensive supplies. 

It won’t make you any better. It’s like

those hobby cooks who buy japanese fish knives

for 100 dollars. their food can still

taste like shit“ 
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The “little chat” has inevitably turned into a rather long 

and witty conversation. Scheinberger talks about his 

stays in Israel, the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design 

in Jerusalem, where he has been a visiting professor 

since 2008. He recommends reading Le Chat du Rab-

bin (The Rabbi’s Cat) and watching the Golden Globe-

winning animated documentary Waltz with Bashir, a 

masterpiece that depicts the traumata caused by the 

Lebanon War in 1982. Talking about the conflict in the 

Middle East, the violence, the injustice, it soon beco-

mes obvious that Scheinberger is an artist who doesn’t 

only care about the aesthetics, but also about political 

and social aspects. This is also reflected in his sket-

ches, some of which can be seen in “Mut zum Skiz-

zenbuch”, as well as in his latest collaborative project 

with students from Jerusalem, for which he let them 

illustrate poems and fairy tales in a highly up-to-date 

political context.

»

 it soon becomes obvious that Scheinberger 

is an artist who doesn’t only care 

about the aesthetics, 

but also about political and 

social aspects...
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And the list of the artist’s exciting up-and-coming pro-

jects goes on and on – he will surely be receiving even 

more attention with his work in the next couple of ye-

ars. But let’s not digress and concentrate on his book 

for another minute:

Being the entertaining, hands-on guide that it is, it can 

serve as a true inspiration for all kinds of people: artists 

and design students as well as people who just want to 

create a very individualistic visual archive of their per-

sonal experiences. It convinces you to stop trying to 

copy famous illustrators, to stop trying to sketch that 

one legendary, style-defining masterpiece on the first

»

The book convinces you to stop trying to 
copy famous illustrators, to stop trying 
to sketch that one legendary, style-

defining masterpiece on the first page.
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page. Instead, it persuades you to just take it easy and 

try multiple techniques, motives and formats until you 

find your very own style. You immediately want to go 

out, sketch on the go, try out every single new idea. 

And this is the essence of “Mut zum Skizzenbuch” - 

Create something beautiful and unique and, most im-

portantly, have fun doing so.

castle

Create something beautiful and unique    

and, most importantly, have fun doing so....

 a Book revIeW By our 

laTesT Team-memBer

anneTTe ZImmermann

very
speCIal Thanks!

anneTTe

skeTCheD By

FelIx sCheInBerger

16|4|10

yeaaah!



„Mut zum Sk izzenbuch“ 

publ ished by Verlag Hermann Schmidt Mainz

29,80 Euro
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http://www.typografie.de/Unsere-Buecher/Kreativitaet/Felix-Scheinberger/Mut-zum-Skizzenbuch::1025.html
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www.felixscheinberger.de

http://www.felixscheinberger.de/books/
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The first Modart book is now available from Modart Publishing 

in partnership with Gingko Press.

A “Best of” the acclaimed Modart Magazine (published 

between 2003 and 2009), this 256-page hardback edition, 

features an exciting selection of the experimental, action 

based and often illicit practices attached to the Street Art 

phenomenon and the creative output rising out of other 

action-based scenes.

Informative and composed of a heavy image base, the title 

is a must-have for those following the development of con-

temporary art or fascinated by fringe communities whose 

voices are anything but marginal. This is art as an expression 

of love, a reflection on decay and a challenge to the social 

architecture and aesthetic definitions of our time. Creative 

Action = Active Creation!

Modart (book 1) offers an insider’s glance at some of the 

most interesting artists, exhibitions and events from all over 

the world, along with explanations of the magazine’s selec-

tion criteria and ever-changing interests during its formative 

years.

Hardcover:  256 pages, full colour

Publishing: Gingko Press (Modart)

Book Format: 28cm wide x 27 cm high

ISBN-10: 1584233745

ISBN-13: 978-1584233749

www.modart.com
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CUTTERS2010 

CUTTERS2010, a group exhibition curated by James Gallagher, reaf-

firms the new recognition of collage that has come about of late, fea-

turing new and recent collage works by thirteen international artists.

Exhibition until July 15, 2010

Pool Gallery

Tucholskystraße 38 | 10117 Berlin | Germany

www.pool-gallery.com

GEORG LUTZ

“Die zerlegte Jungfrau” 

Exhibition until May 29, 2010

ANDREA PRITSCHOW

“Toys don´t cry”

Opening: June 5, 2010, 18pm

Exhibition: June 5 - July 3, 2010 

Basementizid 

Wollhausstr. 17 | 74072 Heilbronn | Germany

www.basementizid.com

HEIKO ZAHLMANN

‘Von der Wand in den Raum in den Himmel‘

Exhibition until May 29, 2010

ROLF BERGMEIER + TOSHIYA KOBAYASHI 

‘infinite expansion‘

Opening: June 4, 2010, 19pm

Exhibition: June 4 - September 4, 2010 

Galerie Borchardt

Hopfensack 19 | 20457 Hamburg | Germany

www.galerie-borchardt.de
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GRAND OPENING OF THE NEW GALLERY SPACE 

JEREMY FISH

“The road less traveled”

Opening: May 29, 2010, 8 – 11pm

Exhibition: May 29 - Jun 25, 2010

Heliumcowboy Artspace

Bäckerbreitergang 75 | 20355 Hamburg | Germany

www.heliumcowboy.com

EASY HEY

“45 Degrés”

Exhibition until May 29, 2010

Coming soon:

AMOSE

Nice/Nice Exhibition Space

Deisterstr. 55 | 30449 Hannover | Germany

www.ilovenicenice.com

DENO

Exhibition until May 22, 2010

DAVE DECAT

Opening: May 29, 2010, 8pm

Exhibition: May 29 - June 19, 2010

Vicious Gallery 

Kleine Freiheit 46 | 22767 Hamburg | Germany

www.viciousgallery.com
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CZARNOBYL

“Mutation”

Exhibition until May 29, 2010

1010

Opening: June 4, 2010, 7pm

Exhibition: June 4 - July 4, 2010

ATM Gallery

Brunnenstr.24 | 10119 Berlin | Germany

www.atmberlin.de

BABOU, L‘ATLAS, SUN7, TANC 

“Kiss the City”

‚Kiss the City‘ features Parisian artists L‘Atlas, Babou, Sun7 and 

Tanc, for their first show together in Berlin. With roots in tagging since 

the early 90s, it is the making of their mark that unites them. Working 

together since 2003, their works individually interpret the emotion, 

ambience, gesture and search for the master-stroke.

Exhibition until May 28, 2010

skalitzers

Skalitzer Strasse 43 | 10997 Berlin | Germany

www. skalitzers.com

STEFAN STRUMBEL 

“Home sweet Home”

Exhibition until June 10, 2010

CIRCLECULTURE CC: GmbH

Gipsstrasse 11 | 10119 Berlin | Germany

www.circleculture-gallery.com
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300++

“The Future of Porcelain Culture”

Exhibition until May 31, 2010

CONTAIN Gallery

Aachener Str. 29 | 50674 Cologne | Germany 

www.containgallery.com

ROLAND BRÜCKNER

“My fire is Your Water”

Exhibition until May 22, 2010

CODAI NAKAMURA

Exhibition: June 3 - July 3, 2010

West Berlin Gallery

Brunnenstr. 56 | 13359 Berlin | Germany

www.westberlingallery.com

MICHAEL GRUDZIECKI

“Flags”

Opening: May 7, 2010, 7pm

Exhibition: May 7 - July 1, 2010

ANTON KAUN

“Antonomasie”

Opening: May 7, 2010, 7pm

Exhibition: July 9 - September 2, 2010

xhoch4 Galerie

Kupferstraße 15 | 85049 Ingolstadt | Germany

www.xhoch4.de castle



PHILIPPE BRAULT

“Prison Valley”

Exhibition until June 12, 2010

Since.Upian

211 rue Saint-Maur | 75010 Paris | France

www.since.upian.com

HELENE SOMMER

“Variations of Max”

Exhibition until May 22, 2010 

HEIKE KABISCH

“A house. A light. A hole”

Exhibition until June 19, 2010

Chert

Skalitzerstr. 68 | 10997 Berlin | Germany

www.chert-berlin.org

CASTLE GROUPSHOWS 2010

STROKE.02 Urban Artfair | Munich 

Opening: May 27, 2010, 7pm

Exhibition: May 27 - 30, 2010 

www.stroke02.com

Färberei Gallery | Munich

Opening: June 10, 2010, 7pm

Exhibition: June 10 - 14, 2010 

www.diefaerberei.de

CASTLE

www.castlemagazine.de

www.castleshop.de
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REYNOLD REYNOLDS

“Reynold Reynolds München”

Exhibition until June 19, 2010

SABRINA JUNG

Exhibition: June 24 - July 30, 2010 

Galerie Zink München

Theresienstr. 122a | 80333 Munich | Germany

www.galeriezink.de

KID ACNE (UK)

Exhibition until June 5, 2010

Helmet Gallery 

Fraunhoferstrasse 8 | 80469 Munich | Germany

www.helmet-gallery.com

ERIC WINKLER

“SOG”

In this solo exhibition Eric Winkler shows selected photographs from 

his new book “Sog“.

The pictures made since 2007 expose very private snapshots or casual 

meetings of people of his milieu as well as photographs of animals, 

landscapes and rooms.

Opening: May 6, 2010, 7pm

Exhibition: May 7 - June 5, 2010 

urban art info

Brückenstraße 1a | 10179 Berlin | Germany

www.urban-art.info
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FASIM

“Revelion”

Opening: June 4, 2010

Exhibition: June 4 - July 29, 2010 

SC Gallery

C/ Cortes 4 Lonja 1 izq. | 48003 Bilbao | Spain

www.scgallery.es

NICOLAS KARAKATSANIS

“Inferiors”

POCH

“Graffiti till Death”

Both Exhibitions until June 6, 2010

A.L.I.C.E. 

182 rue Antoine Dansaert | 1000 Brussels | Belgium

www.alicebxl.com

AMOSE & ERONÉ

“Wooderie”

Exhibition until June 1, 2010

Issue Gallery 

38 rue Quincampoix | 75004 Paris | France

www.galerie-issue.com
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GROUPSHOW OF ISRAELI ARTISTS

“Walled In” - Art from the Streets of Israel

Exhibition until June 5, 2010

COLIN VAN DER SLUIJS

Exhibition: June 10 - July 31, 2010 

INOPERAbLE Gallery

Burggasse 24 | 1070 Vienna | Austria

www.inoperable.at

MARK GMEHLING 

“Plastic Bling”

Exhibition until May 23, 2010

Superplan Gallery

Gärtnerstr. 33a | 10245 Berlin | Germany

CONQUISTADORES

A group show featuring over 30 Spanish and Latin American street 

artists.

 

Curated by Maximiliano Ruiz (Argentina)

Exhibition until June 6, 2010

Strychnin Gallery

Boxhagenerstr. 36 | 10245 Berlin | Germany

www.strychnin.com
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HUSH

“Passing Through”

Exhibition until June 5, 2010

Shooting Gallery

839 Larkin Street | San Francisco, CA | USA

www.shootinggallerysf.com

JASON SHAWN ALEXANDER

“Mourners walk over maple leaves”

Exhibition until May 29, 2010

JOE LEDBETTER

“Magnus Maximus”

Opening: June 4, 2010

Shooting Gallery

839 Larkin Street | San Francisco, CA | USA

www.shootinggallerysf.com

OLAF HAJEK

Olaf Hajek’s illustrations reveal a peculiar luminosity. They are simple 

and clear and each drawing seems to hide an own private mystery 

which contributes a dose of fairytale to them.

Exhibition: May 28 - July 20, 2010 

Galerie Johanssen

Gormannstr. 23 | 10119 Berlin | Germany

www.johanssen-gallery.com
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CHARLES KRAFFT & MIKE LEAVITT

“Pitchfork Pals”

Exhibition until May 30, 2010

KAI & SUNNY

“Return To The Wild”

Exhibition: June 3 - June 27, 2010

SUMMER GROUP SHOW

Exhibition: July 1 - July 25, 2010

StolenSpace Gallery

The Old Truman Brewery | 91 Brick Lane | London | UK

www.StolenSpace.com

BARRON STOREY

“RE:BOB”

Exhibition until June 19, 2010

StolenSpace Gallery

The Old Truman Brewery | 91 Brick Lane | London | UK

www.StolenSpace.com

ALLISON SOMMERS

“Schlaraffenland”

JOAO RUAS

“III”

Both Exhibitions until June 4, 2010

Thinkspace Art Gallery

6009 Washington Blvd. | Culver City, CA 90232 | USA

www.thinkspacegallery.com
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GROUPSHOW

“Excellent Condition”

New Works by: Rob Reger, Mario Wagner, Chris Sullivan, Jason Vi-

vona, Mildred, Will Laren, Tim Shaffer, Vladimir Kato, David Cook, 

Bo Heimlich, Cody Cochrane, and Graham Robinson ( Beaston ) , 

Audrey Erickson, Jake Watling, Andreas Trolf, Jim Dirschberger and 

more...

Exhibition until May 29, 2010

111 Minna Gallery

111 Minna Street | San Francisco, CA 94105 | USA

www.111minnagallery.com

SARAH APPLEBAUM

Technicolor costumes, paintings, installations and fabric work by San 

Francisco artist Sarah Applebaum.

This show has been funded in part by Southern Exposure‘s Alternative 

Exposure grant!

Exhibition: May 23 - June 6, 2010

Receiver Gallery

1415 Valencia Street | San Francisco, Ca 94110 | USA 

www. receivergallery.com

ROBERT FAWCETT

Dubbed „the illustrator‘s illustrator,“ Robert Fawcett was recognized 

as the master of value and technique, with an impressive eye for de-

tail and composition. His legendary draftsmanship and ability to con-

sistently deliver excellent illustrations garnered many commissions that 

fostered his successful career as a commercial artist. 

Exhibition: May 22 - June 14, 2010

Nucleus Gallery

210 East Main St. | Alhambra CA 91801 | USA 

www.gallerynucleus.com
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Gallery 1:

SCOTT MUSGROVE

“How is the Empire”

Gallery 2:

LOUIE CORDERO

“Sacred Bones”

Both Exhibitions until June 12, 2010

Jonathan LeVine Gallery

529 West 20th Street, 9th floor | New York NY 10011

www.jonathanlevinegallery.com

SHAWN BARBER

“Tattooed Portraits: Chronicle”

Exhibition until May 22, 2010

Joshua Liner Gallery

548 West 28th Street 3rd Floor | New York, NY 10001 

www.joshualinergallery.com

JOHN WESLEY

“May I Cut in?”

Exhibition until June 12, 2010

Frdericks & Freiser Gallery

536 W 24th Street | New York, NY 10011 | USA

www.fredericksfreisergallery.com
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